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Abstract : Hadoop is based on distributed computing having HDFS file system (Hadoop Distributed File System). Hadoop
is highly fault-tolerant and can be deployed on low cost hardware. Hadoop is very much suitable for high volume of data
and it also provide the high speed access to the data of the application which we want to use. hadoop architecture is
cluster based, which is consist of nodes(data note, name node), physically separate to each other, in ideal condition. The
performance of hadoop can be increased by proper assignment of the tasks in the default scheduler. In hadoop a program
known as map-reduce is used to collect data according to query. As hadoop is used for huge amount of data therefore
scheduling in hadoop must be efficient for better performance. The research objective is to study and analyse various
scheduling techniques, which are used to increase performance in hadoop.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
Big Data, now a days this term becomes common in IT industry. As there is lot of data lies in the industry but there is
nothing before big data comes into picture.
Why we need the Big Data ?? ?
As we know there is lot of data surrounds us but we can't make that data useful to us. Reason ??
Reason is simple, that there is no power tool that can make out analysis or information from this huge amount of data. There
is one example, that one team of scientist have some data with them and they want to do some analysis on them, So one well
know vendor in market approach them. That vendor will take 15 years to make analysis on that huge data. Now see, after
long 15 years, is there any relevance of that data or that data is of any use to that user. In the era where we can't wait for 5 sec
to open Google page. How we think of a long time to make the analysis.
When we talk about Big Data, the first name comes in mind is "HADOOP" a well know product in the market of big data.
Hadoop is Linux based product used by big player of market like Google, Yahoo etc.
Name Node is a type of master node, which is having the information or we can say that meta data about the all data node
there is address(use to talk ), free space, data they store, active data node , passive data node, task tracker, job tracker and
many other configuration such as replication of data..
Data Node is a type of slave node in the hadoop, which is used to save the data and there is task tracker in data node which
is use to track on the ongoing job on the data node and the jobs which coming from name node.
Hadoop Architecture, is based on HDFS, which is hadoop distributed file system. In which data is equally (ideally)
distributed on each node in the hadoop system. When we (client) want to fetch or add or modify or delete some data from
hadoop, then hadoop system collect the data from each node of our interest and do the meaningful actions of our interest.
Scheduler in Hadoop: A scheduler plays a very important role in the big data processing . A fair scheduler, schedules the
jobs in such a way that all the resources share by the command or by the system in equal amount without any over loading on
one of the part of the system. Like scheduler, will take care of the resources on each data node. It helps to maintain the load
on all the data node in the system.
How does scheduling help in the processing of big data?
Take one example , suppose we have ten data node in hadoop cluster, and our scheduler is not fair it can not manage
resources in a right manner. So what does he do that, he give work on 5 data node out of 10 data node in the cluster, and
suppose it take around x amount of time to complete that command. Now think that our scheduler is fair enough to
distribute work on all the data node in our cluster, So according to our assumption it will take around x/2 amount of time to
complete the whole process.
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Now as we have seen in the above example that, with the help of the fair scheduling we had use the full resources of the
system, due to which system which is taking x amount of time previously now taking the just half i.e x/2 just because of fair
scheduling.
Table1 Comparison of various scheduling technique in hadoop :
Proposed Technique

Implementation

Advantages

Asynchronous Processing

Process at the global/Local level
individually

Speculative Execution

Monitoring of the straggles tasks

Reduce extra processing at global
reducer end
No waiting for others maps to
complete to start one level reducer
No Limitation of application

Job Awareness

Delay Scheduling

Copy Compute Splitting

Restart start the straggle Task
New Job does not effect the current
running job
Pending job to node , not effecting
current running
Pending job in queue till job end at
node level

Robust at node
Reducing overall runtime of job

Split the work into small chunks

Workload divided on all Node

Reducing jobs overhead
No overhead for any type of
calculation.
Simple technique

Consider data locality and give work
to each node
2.
RELATED STUDY
Enabling the statically multiplexing, by sharing the hadoop Map Reduce cluster to lower the cost of the execution and
allow a number of user to work on the common large data set. As we have seen that the traditional fair scheduler
performance is very low because of the two main reasons:
a. Data Locality :[1] Where the data is Reside in the system on which we have to do the computation for our desire
result.
b. Dependency between map and reduce task:[1] As Hadoop says that , till all the map will not finish, it will not
start the reduce process to aggregate their individual result.
To overcome from these problem we follow or use two technique delay scheduling and copy-computing splitting, with the
help of which our response time will be improve by factor 2 to 10.
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As we have seen that from the last few years, Map Reduce framework is becoming a paradigm for the batch or bulk
operations or workload. As adoption of Map Reduce is increasing day by day, this makes the scheduling area very
interesting now a days, because with any good scheduler we are not able to use full and efficient resource of the system or
hardware we are using. To achieve this, we are proposing a approach which will maintain harmony [2] between the jobs
running on the cluster to reduce their runtime and give us the faster result than before. In our approach scheduler is aware of
all the jobs running on the cluster. Now when any incoming task comes to scheduler, Then it is going to allocate that task
on that node of the cluster, on which the new task will not affect the already running jobs on that node. Our scheduler will
take one of the task from the pending task list of the system, which is most compatible on running of that node, and will not
effect the already running job on that system. This approach is saving runtime around 21% in heuristic approach and 27 %
if we compare to Yahoo's capacity scheduler.
As we know that Map Reduce is an emerging paradigm, now a days for a data intensive processing. As the Map Reduce
provides the distributed data intensive work, with very high fault tolerance, easy scalable and low cost hardware according
to the need of the individual. Many application now a days using MapReduce like Web data processing and high
performance computing etc. The problem caused by the Map Reduce scheduler is mostly caused by the locality and
synchronization overhead. For resolving the synchronization overhead , we have two categories of study:[3] asynchronous
processing and speculative execution for fairness constraints with locality improvement.
Map Reduce is one of the platform for large scale data processing and for low cost hardware. To achieve the good scheduler
comparative to hadoop default FIFO scheduler, our match making [4] scheduler work with default FIFO scheduler of the
hadoop and with also existing data locality enhancement technique. Experiment show that our technique make gives the
highest data locality rate and lowest response time.
In this we are talking about the scheduling of the concurrent jobs on cluster where application data is stored on the computing
nodes .In this type of data intensive computing, it is important to having data near to the computation nodes for the crucial
performance of the system. In this we are introducing the Quincy[6] scheduler. We evaluate Quincy on few hundreds nodes
using sharing workload of data and CPU intensive jobs. Quincy is better when we talk about the fairness, when we tested
Quincy data transfer volume is reduce by factor of 3.9% and through put increases.
Jisha S Manjaly & Chinnu Edwin A [12] of MG University has studied different default and extended task scheduler for
improving the performance of the system. They observed that with the proper assignment of the task in the default scheduler
in hadoop we can improve the performance of the hadoop scheduler. As hadoop framework is based on distributed file
system in which data is distributed on the number of nodes in the cluster based architecture. The Hadoop is used for big data
processing like on the database of the email, calls in the networks, and many more. In hadoop Mapreduce is the program
which used to collect and aggregate the data according to our query. As hadoop is working on huge amount of data his
scheduling should be efficient for better performance of the overall system.
3.
ISSUES of SCHEDULING in M AP REDUCE
Issues in map reduce scheduling are listed as : Locality:- Locality is one of the main issue of map-reduce scheduling. Locality is defined as the distance between
the input data node and task -assigned node. When input data node is nearer to the computation node it takes less
data transfer cost. Locality is consider as a basic approach in scheduling jobs with other scheduling constraints.
Locality is a very critical issue which affects the performance in a shared cluster environment, due to limited
bisection bandwidth of network. High locality increases the throughput of tasks. The processing of a task on a node
holding the data, called node locality is the efficient case of locality. Whenever node locality is not possible to
achieve then executing a task/job on the same rack, known as rack locality, is preferred. If the requirement of
locality is not fulfilled, data transferring I/O costs can seriously affect the performance because of the shared
bandwidth of network. Most methods of scheduling of map reduce jobs follow a policy of attempting to assign
tasks to a place near the input data to save cost of network.


Synchronization:- Synchronization is the process of transferring the intermediate output of the map processes to
the reduce processes as input is also consider as a factor which affects the performance. Mappers have to wait until
all the map processes are finished to initiate sending intermediate output. Due to dependency between the map and
reduce phases of processing, a single node can slow down the whole process, causing the other nodes to wait until
it is finished. There are various factors which results in performance degradation in the synchronization step ,few of
them are as heterogeneity of the cluster, node failures miss-configuration, and serious overhead of the I/O cost.



Fairness:- Various map-reduce jobs are performed in a shared data warehouses of enterprises like facebook,
Amazon, Google and Yahoo. A map-reduce job with a heavy workload may dominate utilization of the shared
clusters, so some short computation jobs may not have the desired response time. The demands of the workload can
be elastic, so fair workload to each job sharing cluster should be considered. Fairness constraints have tradeoffs
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between the locality and dependency between the map and reduce phases. When each map-reduce job has roughly
an equal share of the nodes and the input files are spread in distributed file system, some map processes have to load
data from the networks. This causes a great degradation in throughput and response time. Synchronization
overhead could affect the fairness. For example reduce processes have to wait for the completion of map processes
which leads to idle nodes and starvation of other jobs. Due to this problem a poor utilization situation occurs.
4. CONCLUSION
Big Data (Hadoop) is in huge demand in the market now a days. As there huge amount of data is lying in the industry but
there is not tool to handle it and hadoop can implemented on low cost hardware and can be used by large set of audience on
large number of dataset. In hadoop map reduce is the most important component in hadoop. In this paper we have studied
many technique for making the efficient scheduler for the map reduce so that we can speed up our system or data retrieval
Technique like quincy, Asynchronous Processing, Speculative Execution, Job Awareness, Delay Scheduling, Copy Compute
Splitting etc had made the scheduler effective for the faster processing.
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